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Abstract 

Land allocation has played an essential role in China’s industrial development. In the past, 

most industrial land was transacted through negotiations that usually lacked transparency and 

competition. Since 2007, the central government has required industrial land to be sold via 

public auction. This paper studies the land transaction mechanisms operating before and after 

the 2007 reform and how it has affected allocation efficiency. It analyzes three comprehensive 

data sets, which contain information on new industrial establishments, land transactions, and 

nighttime lights. The analysis shows, in sharp contrast to the pre-reform period, more land was 

allocated to industries that enjoyed a local comparative advantage during the post-reform 

period; this effect is more pronounced in areas that implemented the reform more stringently. 

These findings suggest that the reform has facilitated firms to cluster spatially to obtain the 

benefits associated with agglomeration economies both within and across industries and led to 

a more efficient geographic distribution of industries. The paper also finds suggestive evidence 

that the reform has increased local output, which is consistent with the theory. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the past four decades, China has experienced rapid industrial development and now has 

the world’s largest manufacturing sector.1 Land allocation policies have played an essential 

role in the country’s industrial development. Industrial land use has dominated other land uses 

in urban areas: over 50% of newly developed urban land is for industrial use.2 Despite their 

importance, the transaction mechanism for industrial land and how it affects productivity and 

economic output are not well understood. 

In China, local governments are the sole suppliers of urban land. They have considerable 

authority to allocate land for different uses at their own discretion, subject to a hierarchical, 

top-down land quota regulation. 3  Before 2007, most industrial land was sold through 

non-transparent, non-competitive negotiations, which generated a remarkable loss of efficiency. 

Firms that obtained a parcel of land in an area often could not make the best use of it. For 

instance, purchasing firms might be from an industry that does not enjoy a comparative 

advantage in the locality, which would impede industrial clustering and agglomeration (Zhang, 

2006; Xing and Bo, 2007). Chinese manufacturing firms had a fairly low level of industrial 

agglomeration before 2007 compared with developed countries such as the United States, the 

United Kingdom, and France (Lu and Tao, 2009). 

Furthermore, facilitated by the non-transparent, non-competitive transaction format 

before 2007, local governments often deliberately lowered the sale prices of industrial land to 

compete against other regions for new business investment (e.g., Zhang, 2006; Zhao, 2007; 

Xing and Bo, 2007), to promote local economic performance and enhance local leaders career 

advancement (Li and Zhou, 2005; Henderson et al., 2020). This led to loss of land sale 

revenues and associated social problems, such as over-erosion of farmland and 

under-compensation to farmers, which further worsened the welfare loss.   

The central government’s concerns about the inefficient utilization of industrial land 

prompted a key nationwide reform to reshape the transaction mechanism for industrial land: 
                                                              

1 In 2018, about 30% of the world’s manufacturing gross domestic product was created in China, according to 

China’s National Bureau of Statistics. 
2 Table A1, in Appendix A, reports the annual land sale area for each land use type from 2003 through 2015 

based on data from the 2004–2012 editions of the Yearbooks of Land and Resources and the official website of 

China’s Ministry of National Land and Resources (www.landchina.com). 
3 Upper-level governments specify land quotas in areas under their jurisdiction. See section 2 and Fu, Xu, and 

Zhang (2021) for more details. 
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from July 2007, all urban industrial land was required to be sold through public auction 

(hereafter referred to as the 2007 auction reform) in an effort to enhance transparency and 

invite competition.4 Against this background, this paper investigates whether (and how) 

industrial land allocation efficiency has improved since this reform.   

The paper develops a simple model that captures the key features of the land transaction 

mechanisms before and after the 2007 reform, to understand its impact. Before the reform, 

land was sold through negotiations. Firms that entered (and won) such negotiations were often 

not from industries that enjoyed a competitive advantage in the area. When negotiating with 

firms, local governments tended to lower land prices to compete against other localities for 

new firms, which resulted in an equilibrium land price far below the market value or even the 

land supply cost. Land has been sold through public auction since the reform. A firm from an 

industry that better matches the area’s comparative advantage is more likely to win the land 

through competitive bidding in a public auction, since it has a higher valuation of the land. The 

land sale price in general is close to the value of the land for its second-best use. Our model 

allows us to generate two testable implications. First, after the reform, the closer the match is 

between the industry type of firm and the dominant local industry, the more likely a firm is to 

win the land in an auction and start doing business in an area. By contrast, the firm’s likelihood 

of buying the land was uncorrelated with the quality of the match during the pre-reform period. 

The second implication is that the post-reform transaction mechanism generates a higher 

expected output than the pre-reform mechanism, and this output gain can be enhanced by the 

degree of the locality’s comparative advantage in the industry. We test both implications using 

three comprehensive data sets, which contain information on new industrial establishments, 

land transactions, and nighttime lights. 

In our empirical analysis, localities refer to urban districts, county towns and rural 

counties (referred to as counties hereafter), all of which are geographic units administered by 

prefecture-level governments. The geographical layout of a typical Chinese prefecture is 

comparable to that of a typical metropolitan area in the United States, and counties in the two 

countries are also comparable. In China, county-level governments are directly responsible for 

administering industrial firms in their jurisdiction. This typically includes allocating industrial 

                                                              
4 In 2002, the central government dictated that all land used for business must be sold through public auctions. 

However, this policy has only been strictly enforced in the residential land market since August 2004. From 

January 2004 through June 2007, about 92% of industrial land sales were still transacted through negotiation, 

presumably in a non-market way. Since July 2007, industrial land sales have been made strictly through auctions. 
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land to firms. We pay special attention to whether the 2007 reform has improved the quality of 

the match between counties and new firms in terms of industry types. Since a new entrant in a 

county needs to buy land there, the matching quality reflects the efficiency of the industrial 

land allocation process. In particular, we investigate the relationship between a county’s 

likelihood of having a new entry in a certain industry and the extent of the county’s 

comparative advantage in this industry; if the 2007 reform has generated or strengthened a 

positive relationship between the two, this suggests that the reform has led to a better quality 

match and thus more efficient land allocation. Following Balassa (1965) and Glaeser et al. 

(1992), we measure each county’s comparative advantage in each industry using the ratio of 

the industry’s employment share in the county to its employment share nationwide, referred to 

as the county-industry specialization index. 

We are able to identify the effect of the 2007 auction reform because different counties 

have implemented it to varying degrees. The degree of reform stringency is measured by the 

share of local industrial land transactions made through public auction after 2007. Using a 

panel of county-industry-level observations from 2005 through 2010, we conduct a 

difference-in-difference-in-differences (DDD) estimation. The first difference comes from 

comparing the likelihood of a county-industry new entry between industries with different 

local comparative advantages; the second difference comes from the reform’s launch in 2007, 

which divides the sample into pre- and post-treatment periods; and the third difference 

compares counties with different reform stringency levels. The DDD regression specification 

allows us to control for a set of county-year and industry-year fixed effects, thus dealing with 

all potential omitted variables that vary at the county level (both time varying and time 

invariant) and industry level (both time varying and time invariant). We also allow the 

industry-year fixed effects to be prefecture specific to control for the effects of prefecture-wide, 

industry-specific policies, including priority industry policies and pollution reduction 

regulations as well as other prefecture-industry-specific shocks. Additionally, the initial total 

employment of each industry in each county is included to control for the confounding effect 

of the scale of incumbent firms. We also investigate the pre-policy trends, address the 

confounding effect of the 2008 global financial crisis, try using alternative reform stringency 

measures, and provide supporting evidence from land transaction data, which all generate 

supportive results.  

We find that, in sharp contrast to the pre-reform period, more land was allocated to 

industries that enjoyed a local comparative advantage (and hence we observe more entrants in 
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those industries) during the post-reform period. This effect is more pronounced in counties that 

have more stringently implemented the reform. The results show that after the reform, on 

average, a one-standard-deviation increase in the local specialization index of a two-digit 

industry5 causes the entry likelihood and employment of new entrants in this industry to 

increase by 3.64 percentage points and 22.6%, respectively; moreover, a 

one-standard-deviation increase in reform stringency leads to additional increases in these two 

outcomes of 1.62 percentage points and 12.9%, respectively. The effect of the reform seems to 

persist over time. Furthermore, when we examine industries at a more refined category, that is, 

at the three-digit level, the estimates show that the reform has promoted the spatial clustering 

of firms not only from the same three-digit industry, but also from different industries that are 

closely connected to each other. All these results suggest that the auction reform has facilitated 

a more efficient spatial distribution of industries. 

The reform has had profound impacts on productivity and output. By exploiting a dataset 

of nighttime lights that covers the 2,000 counties in our main sample, we find that during the 

post-reform period, local lights grew more in counties with a higher level of reform stringency; 

this increase is concentrated in counties with a more prominent industrial comparative 

advantage. These results are consistent with the second model implication that more efficient 

land allocation can generate more output.  

Our paper speaks to several strands of the literature. First, as Weitzman (1974) 

insightfully points out, when information is murky, it is hard to achieve the optimal allocation 

of resources by controlling price or quantity. We find that the auction reform has fostered a 

proper industrial land market in which land is transacted through competitive bidding. The 

transparency and competition brought about by public auctions can mitigate the incomplete 

information problem and help allocate land resources more efficiently. 

Second, our study contributes to a large strand of the literature that evaluates place-based 

policies. Previous work has examined various local policies such as taxation,6 investment 

subsidies,7 government transfers,8 and industrial parks.9 To the best of our knowledge, there 

                                                              
5 China’s industrial classification codes (called GB/T 4754-2002) are comparable to those of the US Standard 

Industrial Classification. 
6 For example, see Duranton, Gobbillon, and Overman (2011); Brülhart, Jametti, and Schmidheiny (2012); and 

Briant, Lafourcade, and Schmutz (2015). 
7 For example, see Criscuolo et al. (2019). 
8 For example, see Becker, Egger, and von Ehrlich (2015). 
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is little research on industrial land allocation policies, despite the fact that granting firms 

preferred access to land is considered one of the most important place-based policies (Rauch, 

1993).10 We contribute to this literature by demonstrating how different land transaction 

mechanisms generate quite different matching patterns between counties and firms in terms of 

industry types and how this in turn affects productivity and local output. 

Third, previous research on the determinants of the geographic distribution of 

manufacturing firms shows that, in a well-functioning economy, firms tend to form clusters in 

places where they enjoy a comparative advantage (e.g., Kahn and Mansur, 2013). The spatial 

concentration can further reduce the costs of obtaining inputs or shipping goods to downstream 

customers, enhance the advantage of scale economies associated with a large labor pool, and 

speed the flow of ideas.11 Our findings suggest that, by reshaping the transaction mechanism, 

the 2007 auction reform has changed the spatial distribution of firms and encouraged them to 

cluster in regions that have a greater comparative advantage in their respective industries so 

they can gain from agglomeration economies, which is a new angle that has seldom been 

explored in the literature. 

A growing body of studies examines land development and regulations in urban China 

(Deng et al., 2008; Lichtenberg and Ding, 2009; Brueckner et al., 2017; Cai, Wang, and Zhang, 

2017; Tan, Wang, and Zhang, 2020; Lin et al., 2020). A few recent papers examine land 

misallocation in China. Fu, Xu, and Zhang (2021) show evidence of land misallocation across 

Chinese prefectures; they find that a growing share of land quotas has been distributed to less 

productive prefectures. Fang et al. (2021) suggest that China’s inland-favoring policy from 

2003 has created a cross-prefecture misallocation of land quotas. Henderson et al. (2020) show 

that prefectural leaders’ political incentives have created inefficiencies in local land allocation 

between residential and industrial uses. Our paper complements the previous research by 

focusing on land allocation across different industries and showing that the auction reform has 

led to a more efficient composition of local industry and spatial distribution of industries 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
9 For example, see Neumark & Kolko (2010), Busso, Gregory & Kline (2013), Kline & Moretti (2014), Neumark 

& Simpson (2015), Wang (2013), Schminke & Biesebroeck (2013), Alder, Shao & Zilibotti (2016), Chen, Poncet 

& Xiong (2017), Zheng et al. (2017), and Lu, Wang & Zhu (2019). 
10  Rauch (1993) suggests that industrial park developers can attract industrial seed firms by adopting 

discriminatory land pricing over time. 
11 For example, see Ellison & Glaeser (1997), Rosenthal & Strange (2004), Duranton & Overman (2005), 

Arzaghi & Henderson (2008), Ellison, Glaeser & Kerr (2010), and Helsley & Strange (2014). 
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within prefectures.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional 

background of industrial land development in China. In section 3, we construct a simple 

theoretical framework to compare the transaction mechanisms for industrial land pre- and 

post-reform and demonstrate the efficiency gains generated by the reform. Section 4 discusses 

the data and main variables. We present our estimation strategy and primary empirical results 

on the reform’s effect on the quality of matching between industries and localities in section 5. 

In section 6, we investigate the implications of the reform’s effect on output. Section 7 

concludes. 

 

2． Institutional background 

In China, the state has granted de jure ownership of urban land to local governments in their 

geographic jurisdictions since 1988. According to the Law of Land Management, 

prefecture-level governments play a central role in planning urban land development, which 

has been subject to a hierarchical, top-down land quota regulation since 1998.12 In practice, 

the prefecture’s land reserve and allocation committee, the members of which include the 

prefecture’s key leaders and bureau directors from relevant government departments,13 is in 

charge of general land use planning and guideline setting. 

The prefecture government allocates the land quota across different uses (such as 

industrial versus residential use) and different counties within its jurisdiction in a land use plan 

for the short term as well as for the five-year period, considering the prefecture’s spatial layout 

of economic activities and population. In a typical Chinese prefecture, county-level units have 

three parallel administrative classifications: urban districts, rural counties and county towns. 

For simplicity, we refer to all of them as “counties” here. Based on the plan, every year the 

prefecture government designates a certain amount of land in each county for industrial use.   

                                                              
12 The central government allocates a land quota to each province; each province then allocates the quota to 

prefectures (or so-called prefecture-level cities) within its jurisdiction considering each prefecture’s economic 

development, population growth, and arable land for food security. The land quota constraint is imposed on the 

sum of all urban land including residential, commercial, and industrial land. Local governments have incentives 

to bargain with upper-level governments for larger quotas and sometimes succeed (Wang, Zhang, and Zhou, 

2020). 
13 These government departments include the Urban Planning and Land Bureau, Development and Reform 

Committee, Economy and Information Technology Committee, and so forth. 
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County governments are directly responsible for administering industrial firms within 

their jurisdictions. They typically allocate industrial land to firms. A critical issue is how 

efficiently each county allocates industrial land to firms in various industries given the land 

quota. Below we discuss how the transaction mechanism changed between the pre- and 

post-reform eras.  

 

2.1 Industrial land transactions before the reform 

Before 2007, the industrial land market did not exist in any real sense; most land transactions 

were conducted through negotiations. Absent an effective market, industrial land was allocated 

to firms in a rather inefficient way. Often, information on land for sale was not fully released to 

the public, so only a limited number of firms competed to buy it. As for which of these firms 

successfully obtained the land, there was no clear rule due to a lack of competition and 

transparency. It was often determined by personal connections or luck. In general, the firms 

that obtained land in a given county were not necessarily the ones that could make the best use 

of it.  

In negotiations with firms, county-level governments often deliberately lowered the 

prices of industrial land to attract more firms because local officials in China are placed in 

tournaments in which their performance is evaluated by upper-level governments. Promotions 

are closely linked to local economic outcomes such as investment and economic growth, 

which gives county governments a strong motivation to use industrial land subsidies to boost 

local economic development. Land price competition among counties within the same 

prefecture can be fierce, and it created an equilibrium in which industrial land was sold below 

its cost (including land processing costs, utility connection costs, and compensation costs to 

farmers). Before 2007, the average cost of industrial land per square meter was 160 yuan, 83 

yuan, and 105 yuan in the eastern, middle, and western regions of China, respectively; the 

actual industrial land sale prices were far lower – 129 yuan, 72 yuan, and 63 yuan, respectively 

(Zhao, 2007). 

The misallocation of industrial land, along with the underpricing of industrial land during 

the unprecedented industrial land development in the early 2000s, raised at least three serious 

concerns within China’s central government. The first was the inefficient utilization of land. 

For instance, new entrant firms might have been of low quality or in an industry that did not 

enjoy a comparative advantage in the county. Furthermore, it has been widely documented that 

in the middle and western regions of the country, counties within the same prefecture 
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developed quite similar industry compositions although they had very different comparative 

advantages (e.g., Zhang, 2006; Xing and Bo, 2007). All these factors could generate nontrivial 

efficiency loss and undermine future economic development. Moreover, low land prices 

created a high demand for land, although a larger part of the demand came from low-quality 

firms. This pushed county governments to bargain with upper-level governments for a higher 

land quota or break the rule and go beyond the regulatory constraints, which led to 

over-erosion of arable land. 

A second concern was the loss of land sale revenues and under-compensation to farmers. 

According to the Yearbooks of Land and Resources, the average transaction price of residential 

land in 2006 was around 823 yuan per square meter, seven times more than the average sale 

price of industrial land, which was 119 yuan per square meter.14 An article published in the 

South China Morning Post on December 29, 2006 cited the following statement from the 

National Audit Office: “In the 87 development zones surveyed across the nation, 60 had sold a 

total of 78.7 million square meters of land cheaply between 2003 and the middle of last year 

(2005) at a loss of 5.56 billion yuan.” Local governments had to rely more heavily on 

residential land revenue to finance the infrastructure required for industrial development, 

which distorted the residential land market (Wang, Zhang, and Zhou, 2020). Furthermore, 

there was not enough money to cover the cost of the industrial land supply. So the counties 

may have under-compensated farmers for their land. The Post article also cited statistics from 

the Ministry of Labor and Social Security: “More than 40 million farmers lost their land to 

industrial and other projects over the past 10 years and the number grew by 3 million a year.” 

The compensation paid to farmers was often far below a reasonable level (Guo, 2001; Ding, 

2007).  

 Third, although it is not the focus of this paper, the aforementioned problems and issues 

may have created an environment that fostered corruption, which is also a big concern of the 

central government. 

 

2.2 Industrial land market post-reform 

In 2002, the central government dictated that all urban leasehold sales for purely private 

                                                              
14 Table A2, in Appendix A, reports the annual land sale revenue and per-unit land price for each land use type 

from 2003 through 2008. The data sources are the 2004 to 2009 editions of the Yearbooks of Land and Resources. 

Information on land sale revenue is not available for the other years. 
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development must occur through public auction. However, this policy has only been strictly 

enforced in the residential land market since September 2004. About 90% of industrial land 

parcels were still transacted through negotiated sales from September 2004 through June 2007.  

To regulate local governments’ industrial land development and make the use of industrial 

land more efficient, the Chinese central government launched a key reform that shaped the 

mechanism in the industrial land market. In April 2007, the Ministry of Land and Resources 

and the Ministry of Supervision of China jointly issued the “Notification on How to Strictly 

Implement the Transaction Formats of Zhaobiao (sealed-bid auction), Paimai (English 

auction), and Guapai (two-stage auction) for Industrial Land.” From July 2007, it became 

mandatory for all urban industrial land to be sold through public auction. Since then, auctions 

have been enforced for industrial land. Between July 2007 and December 2015, 90% of land 

transactions were conducted through public auctions.   

There are three distinctive features of the post-reform mechanism for industrial land 

transactions that are worth highlighting. First, before an auction is held, the county government 

must officially notify the public about the land for sale and provide detailed information on it 

to ensure that as many firms as possible have the opportunity to participate in the auction.  

The second distinctive feature is that there is an application and screening stage before the 

auction. All interested firms must apply to the county government and provide the required 

information on the business they expect to run. The county government then screens the 

applicants based on their expected output value per unit of land, new jobs created, and 

pollution emissions. There is a set of clear standards. Only applicants that meet all the 

standards can pass the screening and participate in the auction. After reviewing the applicants’ 

information, the county government may decide on the reserve price of the auction, and it may 

slightly adjust the regulatory details of the industrial land for sale (such as the building height 

and total construction area). In the auction, the highest bidder wins the land.15    

Third, the auction outcome (winning bidder, price, winning firm’s industry type, and so 

forth) is posted online. Furthermore, the entire application and auction process must be fully 

recorded and is subject to inspection by the Ministry of Supervision. 

The auction reform has fostered a proper industrial land market in which land is allocated 

through competitive bidding. Panel A in Figure 1 displays the yearly trend of the share of 

                                                              
15 There are three types of auctions in practice: two-stage auction (Guapai in Chinese), English auction (Paimai), 

and sealed bid auction (Zhaobiao). Most industrial land transactions use two-stage auctions. For details on the 

three formats, please see Cai, Henderson, and Zhang (2013). 
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industrial land sales that occurred through public auctions, and panel B shows the yearly 

per-unit industrial land sale price. The land sale prices jumped after 2007 (panel B), which is 

consistent with the sharp rise in the fraction of auctions (panel A). Importantly, although the 

auction reform is a nationwide policy, it is mainly enforced by prefecture-level governments. 

Panel C in Figure 1 presents the distributions of the public auction shares across prefectures 

from July 2007 to 2015. It illustrates a salient spatial variation in the level of reform stringency. 

In some prefectures, the public auction shares jumped up to 100% right after 2007 (e.g., 

Suqian prefecture in Jiangsu province and Yangjiang prefecture in Guangdong province). 

Others, particularly where development of the market economy was lagging, slowly adopted 

public auctions for industrial land sales (e.g., Siping prefecture in Jilin province and Xinxiang 

prefecture in Henan province).16 Our identification will exploit this important spatial variation 

in reform stringency. 

Another reform imposed a minimum land price constraint on industrial land sold 

beginning in January 2007 (Ministry of National Land and Resources, 2006). The central 

government sets the minimum price according to each county’s economic conditions. This 

policy was designed to prevent county governments from selling land at below-cost prices to 

lure investments. Approximately 77% of the industrial land transactions from July 2007 

through December 2015 in our sample had a sale price above the regulatory minimum price. 

Panel D in Figure 1 illustrates that a sharp increase in this share occurred in the third quarter of 

2007 when public auctions were first enforced.  

 

3. Theoretical framework 

In this section, we compare the transaction mechanisms for industrial land before and after the 

reform. We use a simple theoretical framework to demonstrate the efficiency gains resulting 

from the reform.  

Consider a prefecture with K   counties (or districts). Each county k   has the highest 

comparative advantage in one industry; the productivity of this industry is km . The larger is 

the value of km , the more productive the county is in its comparative advantage industry. In 

other words, km   measures the strength of county k’s comparative advantage. For simplicity, 

                                                              
16 For example, in Xinxiang prefecture in Henan province, only 30% of industrial land sales were made via 

public auctions during July 2007 to 2009; this share jumped to 50% in 2010, continued to increase in subsequent 

years, and reached 99% in 2015. 
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we assume the same level of productivity for all counties, so km m  (although in different 

industries). Each county k  has kn   land parcels that are planned to be sold for industrial use; 

that is, each county k  is granted kn  industrial land quota. For simplicity, we assume that the 

number of land parcels for sale is the same for all counties, and 1kn  . We do not focus here 

on how prefectural governments allocate land quotas across counties; we are mainly interested 

in how land is allocated to firms in various industries within each county through different 

transaction mechanisms, given a fixed land supply. Since local industrial policies may also 

affect cross-industry land allocation, we control for their potential impacts in our empirical 

analysis. 

Suppose there are J K  firms that are interested in doing business in this prefecture. 

To do so, each firm needs to obtain one piece of land in one of the K  counties in the 

prefecture. Each firm specializes in a single industry, which is considered private information, 

referred to as the firm’s industry type.17 We use a unit circle to describe the industry space. 

Each firm is located on a specific point on the circle that represents the firm’s industry type. 

We assume that firms are uniformly distributed around the circle. Each of the K   counties is 

also located along this circle according to the industry in which it has the greatest comparative 

advantage. For simplicity, we assume that counties are evenly spaced around the circle. The 

shorter distance around the circle between firm j  and county k , denoted, [0,0.5]kjd  , 

measures their matching quality in terms of industry type. The shorter the distance is, the 

better is the match and the higher is the output if firm j  produces in county k . Specifically, 

the output of firm j  in county k   is 

 (1 )kj kjy m td   ,                                (1) 

where 0 2t   is the productivity loss (or adjustment cost) per unit of distance due to 

mismatch. 

Each firm can choose only one county to enter. If it successfully purchases one piece of 

land in this county, it can do business here; otherwise, it earns zero payoffs (we have a 

one-period game). A firm chooses which county to enter based on the pair-wise matching 

quality, expected land price, and the chances of successfully buying land in the county (for 

                                                              
17 Here, the firm has the highest level of productivity in the industry in which it specializes. This is in general 

only known to the firm itself because it depends on the firm’s technology, management, capacity, and so forth. 
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simplicity, we assume zero transaction costs associated with the land purchase). The land 

transaction mechanism determines the equilibrium allocation of land to firms – or equivalently, 

the equilibrium matching between firms and counties. Below we evaluate the pre- and 

post-reform mechanisms. 

 

3.1 Post-reform transaction mechanism 

In the post-reform transaction mechanism, all land is sold through public auction. Every 

county k  has one piece of land for auction. Each firm has a private value of the land that is 

equal to the output value it can produce using this land. The highest bidder wins the land while 

paying the second-highest bid. If there is only one bidder, it wins the land by paying the 

reserve price, which is set at . 

According to standard auction theory, the winning firm, denoted ( )w k , has the 

highest-quality match with county k   and hence the highest output value of all the firms 

entering county k . We denote the winning firm’s matching quality as: 

  (1)
( ) 1,..., { }minkw k j J kj k Jd d d  . 

Given our symmetric setup of counties, we only consider symmetric equilibrium, in 

which the same number of firms is expected to enter each county. So each firm will choose to 

enter the closest county: firm j   enters county k   to bid for land if and only if 

[0,1 / 2 ]kjd K . Therefore, for any firm of industry type j , the probability that it will enter its 

closest county k  and successfully win land there is 

  1(1)
{ }( ) 1 2

J

kj kj k J kjprob d d d


     (2) 

Clearly, the better is the quality of the match between firm j  and county k , the more likely 

firm j  is to enter county k  and win the land to produce there. The expected output 

produced in county k  is 

       

(1) (1)
{ } ( ) { }

(1) (1) (1)
{ } { } { }

1 1
( ) |

2 2

1 1
         1 |

2 2

k k J kw k k J

k J k J k J

E y prob d E y d
K K

m prob d E td d
K K

        
   

          
   

 (3)  

(1 / 2 )m t K 
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where (1)
{ }

1

2k Jprob d
K

  
 

is the probability that county j  will sell land to some firm and 

(1) (1)
{ } { }

1
1 |

2k J k JE td d
K

   
   

is the expected output conditional on land being sold. 

 

3.2 Pre-reform transaction mechanism 

In the pre-reform transaction mechanism, all land is sold through negotiation. Each county has 

one parcel of land to be sold for industrial use. Among all the firms entering the county, the 

county government randomly selects firms with which to negotiate. This is due to various 

reasons, including information issues, personal connections, government malfunctioning, and 

corruption, as discussed in section 2. Suppose firm j  is the lucky one that gets the land. The 

price paid is set through negotiation. Assume the bargaining power of the government is 

(1 ), [0,1].    Then the firm gets a net payoff, kjy . The better is the quality of the match, 

the higher is the payoff to the firm that gets the land.  

Under symmetric equilibrium, the expected number of firms entering each county is the 

same. This means that for any firm, ex ante the chance of successfully purchasing land is the 

same regardless of which county it enters. So each firm will choose to enter the nearest county 

since this will generate the highest expected net payoff: firm j  will enter county k  to buy 

land if and only if [0,1 / 2 ]kjd K . Therefore, for any firm j , the probability it will enter its 

closest county k  and successfully buy land there is 

kj

K

J
    (2’) 

Unlike the post-reform auction mechanism, this probability is not related to the quality of the 

match between the firm’s and the county’s industry types. The expected output produced in 

county  is  
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k k J kj k J
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Comparing (3’) with (3), we can see that the pre-reform transaction mechanism generates a 
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lower expected output to the county than the post-reform mechanism. This is because the 

matching quality between the firm that obtains land and the county is worse in the pre-reform 

period than in the post-reform period due to a lack of competition among firms bidding for the 

land. This creates efficiency loss. The more prominent the county’s comparative advantage is 

(i.e., the larger is  m ), the greater is the efficiency loss from industry type mismatch. 

In Appendix B, we further discuss the situation in which local governments can 

strategically adjust the share of output allowed to firms in negotiation, that is, the bargaining 

power  , to attract new firms. We show that competition among counties in this form of 

offering land subsidies leads to an equilibrium in which land is almost free to firms. However, 

there is no change in the equilibrium allocation of land or expected output. 

 

3.3 Testable implications 

The model demonstrates how the auction reform has affected land allocation efficiency and 

production output. We draw the following two implications from the model, which we test 

empirically below. First, after the reform, the higher is the quality of the match between a 

firm’s and a county’s comparative advantage industry types, the more likely the firm is to win 

the land and start doing business there; the probability of entry is uncorrelated with the quality 

of the match during the pre-reform period. Second, the post-reform transaction mechanism 

generates higher expected output than the pre-reform mechanism, and the strength of the local 

comparative advantage will enhance this output gain. 

 

4. Data and variables 

In this section, we describe the data used in our empirical analysis. We also discuss how we 

constructed the key explanatory variables for our main regressions. 

Our key outcome variables involve the entry of firms. To measure the entry of new firms 

in each industry in each county, we use the Annual Survey of Industrial Firms (ASIF) 

conducted by China’s National Bureau of Statistics. This survey covers all state-owned 

enterprises (SOEs) and private enterprises with annual sales of 5 million RMB or more in 

mining, manufacturing, and the production and distribution of electricity, gas, and water. The 

ASIF contains firm-level information such as the year of establishment, address (from which 
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we can extract county information), industry classification (up to four-digit industry code), 

ownership, employment, and other key business information (annual output value, assets, 

investment, costs, and so forth). We use these data to calculate the number of new entrants and 

the total number of employees in every two- and three-digit industry in each county from 2005 

through 2010.18 For the main empirical analysis, we construct a balanced panel of 20,763 

county-industry (two-digit) observations over the six survey years.19 The sample restricted to 

manufacturing industries includes 2,143 county-level units in 305 prefecture- or province-level 

cities. We exclude observations from Zhejiang province because, as a pioneer province, it 

introduced competition in its allocation of industrial land before the 2007 nationwide reform.20 

Panel A in Table 1 reports the dependent variables constructed from the ASIF data. 

To examine the land allocation pattern across industries and counties, we trace industrial 

land transaction information for the county-industry pairs in our main analysis from 2007 

through 2015 using the parcel-level land transaction data collected from the official website of 

China’s Ministry of National Land and Resources (www.landchina.com). There are 437,409 

industrial land transactions in the full sample from 1992 through 2015, 97% of which took 

place after 2004. We cannot include the pre-reform years in our sample because a key 

characteristic – the land’s industry type (typically the land buyer’s industry type) – is largely 

missing for land transactions before 2007. The data are more complete since then (see Table 

A1, in Appendix A), containing all the key land information including lot size, transaction type 

                                                              
18 While the main analysis is conducted at the two-digit industry level, the main results are robust to using 

variables measured at the three-digit level. Our study period starts in 2005 because each industry’s local 

comparative advantage is measured based on the 2004 Chinese Economic Census data. The ASIF sample period 

ends in 2010 because its sample coverage changed in 2011. Given that the information on each firm’s year of 

establishment is inaccurate in the 2009 ASIF data, we use the year of establishment reported in the 2010 ASIF data 

to infer the number of new entrants in every industry in a given county in 2009. Appendix C checks the data 

quality of the founding year information reported in the 2010 ASIF data. 
19 To be included in the sample, an industry must have at least one reported establishment during 2005 to 2010. 
20 According to our interviews with local officials in Zhejiang Province, the local authorities there tried to allocate 

land before 2007 using a screening process similar to the land transaction mechanism during the post-reform 

period. An investigation of the sale prices of industrial land from January to June 2007 shows that Zhejiang was 

the only province in China that had an average sale price far above the minimum land price, suggesting that 

competition in land allocation existed in Zhejiang before the auction reform was implemented in July 2007. This is 

not surprising as Zhejiang has historically pioneered economic reforms. Before the reform, its economy was 

dominated by private enterprises, in sharp contrast to other provinces. For example, the 2004 Economic Census 

shows that China’s average share of employment in SOEs was 40%, but only 6% in Zhejiang. 
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(negotiation or public auction), industry type (two-digit industry code), sale price, sale date, 

address, and so forth. Panel B in Table 1 reports the summary statistics of the dependent 

variables constructed from the land transaction data.21 

For the explanatory variables, we construct two key measures. First, to capture the quality 

of the match between a firm’s and a county’s industry types, we need to calculate the 

comparative advantage of each county in each industry. We use the economic census 

conducted by the National Bureau of Statistics at the end of 2004, which covers all mining, 

manufacturing, and utility firms in China. These data report the address, four-digit industry 

classification, number of employees, and so forth for each firm. In the same spirit as the 

revealed comparative advantage index as defined in Balassa (1965), we measure the 

comparative advantage of industry j  in county k  as the ratio of the employment share of 

industry j  in county k  to industry j ’s total employment share in the whole country, 

referred to as the county-industry specialization index:22   

specialization

industry 's employment in county / total employment in county 
=

industry 's employment in China/total employment in China

kj

j k k

j

.  (4) 

We obtain a K  x J  matrix of county-industry comparative advantage. In our sample, about 

50% of the pairs have a specialization index greater than 1; the average is around 2, as shown 

in panel C in Table 1. The greater is a county’s comparative advantage in a certain industry, the 

higher the quality of the match between this county and any firm from this industry will be. In 

Appendix D, we show that productivity significantly increases for firms in an industry that is a 

better match for the county’s comparative advantage. 

Our second key measure assesses the stringency of the reform’s implementation in an 

area using the land transaction data set. Each county’s reform stringency level is measured as 

the share of industrial land transactions during 2008–2015 that was conducted through public 

auctions in the prefecture that supervises this county unit. We calculate the auction share at the 

                                                              
21 There are two reasons why the number of new entrants calculated based on the ASIF data may not perfectly 

match the number of newly sold industrial land parcels. First, a land parcel could be bought by a new entrant or 

an incumbent. Second, under Chinese law, firms must first register with a local address before they purchase a 

leasehold of local land. Thus, it is possible for an industrial firm to enter the ASIF data set before the 

corresponding land sale shows up in the land transaction data.  
22 This index is also used in Glaeser et al. (1992). 
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prefecture level for two reasons. First, prefecture-level governments have the authority to 

decide the land transaction format. Second, since a given county’s auction share may be 

affected by its level of industrial development, this generates potential endogeneity problems. 

Panel C in Table 1 shows that the average auction share of the 305 prefectures in our sample is 

about 90% and the standard deviation is about 11.8%. For the regression analysis, each 

county’s level of reform stringency is measured by its prefecture’s auction share (standardized 

to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one). Figure 2 maps the spatial variation in 

reform stringency.  

Finally, to investigate the impact of the auction reform on the overall local economy, we 

use nighttime illumination data covering all the county units in our main analysis from 2005 

through 2013. We gathered these data from the website of the National Centers for 

Environmental Information at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

 

5. Empirical analysis 

In this section, we discuss the empirical strategy and main findings of our first model 

implication, which is the focus of this paper: how has the auction reform changed the 

efficiency of land allocation across different industries? We then present some validity and 

robustness checks and supporting evidence. 

 

5.1 Specification  

The main regression analysis investigates how a county’s likelihood of having a new entry in a 

certain industry is related to the quality of the match between the county and the industry, 

measured as the extent of the county’s comparative advantage in this industry. We are 

particularly interested in whether the 2007 auction reform changed this relationship and, if so, 

how. Our empirical analysis focuses on new establishments for two reasons. First, since the 

entry of new industrial firms usually involves land purchases, the quality of their match 

reflects the efficiency of the industrial land allocation process. Second, new entrants’ decisions 

about where to locate are largely unconstrained by previous decisions on the uses of capital, 

labor, materials, and land, which could be correlated with the local comparative advantage as 

revealed by the initial industry employment share, as discussed in section 4. 

Our analysis uses a balanced panel of 20,763 county-industry observations from 2005 
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through 2010 constructed from the ASIF data set. We exploit the time variation (i.e., before 

and after the introduction of the auction reform in 2007), regional variation (i.e., counties with 

different reform stringency levels), and industry variation (i.e., industries with different local 

comparative advantages). The regression specification is as follows: 

 

  (5) 

where kjty  represents a dummy variable indicating whether there was at least one new entrant 

in industry j  in county k  in year t  or the log of the total employment of the new entrants 

plus one; ( )c kauction  represents the share of industrial land transactions conducted through 

public auctions after 2007 in prefecture c  that supervises county k , which is used to 

measure the level of reform stringency (standardized to have a mean of zero and standard 

deviation of one); kjw  is the specialization index of industry j  in county k , which measures 

the county-industry-specific comparative advantage; 07tPost  is a dummy variable that 

equals one if 2007t  and zero otherwise; and  is the error term.  

In the regression model, kjtX  includes the following three sets of controls variables: (1) 

county-year fixed effects, which capture the effects of all time-invariant and time-varying 

county characteristics (e.g., geographic features, climate, natural endowments, economic 

conditions, policy environment, and so forth); (2) prefecture-industry-year fixed effects, which 

capture the effects of all time-invariant and time-varying industry characteristics (e.g., 

industry-specific development conditions, and domestic and international shocks); and 

prefecture-wide industry-specific characteristics that affect industrial firms’ location decisions 

(e.g., prefecture- or province-level priority industry policies, pollution reduction policies, and 

prefecture-industry-specific shocks associated with the 2008 financial crisis); and (3) the log of 

the total employment of industry j  in county k , to control for the effect of the employment 

scale of incumbent firms. To control for potential spatial and serial correlations of the error 

term, the standard errors are two-way clustered by county and by industry.23 All regressions 

are weighted by the number of industrial land parcels sold during 2008–2015 in the prefecture 

that contains the county.  

                                                              
23 Within the same industry (county), the error terms in different years may be serially correlated. The error terms 

of different industries in the same county may be spatially correlated. 
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In the above regression model, 0  captures the relationship between the entry likelihood 

(or entry size) and the local comparative advantage during the pre-reform period for counties 

with the average reform stringency level (referred to as average-auction counties hereafter); 

0 1( )   captures this pre-reform relationship for counties with a post-reform reform 

stringency level that is one standard deviation above the sample average (referred to as 

high-auction counties hereafter); 2  captures the change in this relationship after the reform 

for average-auction counties; and 2 3( )   captures this change for high-auction counties. 

Note that 3  is the key parameter of interest because it specifically captures how the 

stringency level of the auction reform influences the relationship between the likelihood of 

new entrants in a certain industry in a certain county and the quality of the match between the 

industry and the county after the reform was launched.  

 

5.2 Main findings 

The results of the regressions of specification (5) are presented in columns (1) and (2) in Table 

2. We find that the triple interaction terms are positively and statistically significant for both 

outcome variables; after 2007, counties that more strictly implemented the reform had 

significantly more new entrants in industries that better match its comparative advantage. By 

contrast, during the pre-reform period, industries that were a better match for a certain county’s 

comparative advantage were not significantly more likely to enter the county than other 

industries. This result holds for all counties on average and those that implemented the reform 

more stringently, as shown by the estimates of 0  and 1 . These results suggest that the 2007 

reform of the land transaction mechanism has significantly strengthened the relationship 

between new entrant firms and local comparative advantages, which may profoundly reshape 

local industrial composition and impact productivity. 

The economic magnitude of the effect of the 2007 reform is remarkable. After 2007, on 

average, a one-standard-deviation increase in the specialization index (which is about 4, as 

shown in Table 1) increases the entry likelihood and employment of new entrants by 3.64 

percentage points and 22.6%, respectively; a one-standard-deviation rise in the local reform 

stringency level leads to additional increases in the entry likelihood and new employment of 

1.62 percentage points and 12.9%, respectively. 
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5.3 Validity and robustness checks 

This subsection further investigates the validity of regression specification (5) by checking the 

dynamic effects, addressing the confounding effect of the 2008 financial crisis, and using 

alternative reform stringency measures. 

 

5.3.1 Dynamic effects 

A potential concern relates to the time trend of the coefficient on ( )kj c kw auction . The key 

validity assumption is that counties with different reform stringency levels ( ( )c kauction ) share 

common time trends in the absence of the reform in the relationships between the outcome 

variables and the local comparative advantage measure ( kjw ). To check whether this 

parallel-trend assumption holds, we estimate the following dynamic effect model: 

 
  (6) 

where lYear  is a dummy variable that equals one if t l ; and the definitions of the other 

variables follow the main regression model (5). Hence, 1
l  captures the year-specific 

coefficients on ( )kj c kw auction . The standard errors are two-way clustered by county and by 

industry. All regressions are weighted by the number of industrial land parcels sold during 

2008–2015 in the prefecture that contains the county.  

Table 3 presents the results: the estimates of 1
l  are small and insignificant before 2007 

and become larger and statistically significant after 2007. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of 

local comparative advantage on the entry likelihood and new employment for two groups of 

counties in our sample (calculated based on the estimates in Table 3): average-auction counties 

(squares) and high-auction counties (diamonds). The graphs indicate that, before 2007, the 

effects are close to zero and statistically insignificant for both types of counties, and the 

coefficients do not exhibit differential time trends between the two groups, which confirms 

that the parallel-trend assumption holds. A related identification concern is that reform 

stringency may be correlated with the quality of the local institutional environment, which may 

have directly affected land allocation before 2007. The results here show that such institutional 

environment quality did not make the land allocation process more efficient until the auction 

2010 2010

0 1 ( )2005 2005
'l l

kjt l kj l kj c k kjt kjtl l
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reform. Table 3 illustrates that right after the auction reform was implemented in 2007, there 

are clear increases in the estimates of 1
l  and the coefficients remain significantly positive 

afterward 2007. The results demonstrate that the reform’s effect on newly entering industrial 

firms occurred immediately after its introduction and has persisted over time. 

 

5.3.2 The 2008 global financial crisis 

The 2008 global financial crisis occurred right after the introduction of the 2007 reform. Thus, 

our main estimates could be biased if the crisis had a stronger effect on counties that 

implemented the reform more stringently or industries that enjoyed a greater local comparative 

advantage. For example, it is possible that, in a given county, the crisis may have had a 

stronger effect on the industry that is the main local export contributor (e.g., a large share of 

the county’s total output value is attributed to the industry’s export value) than other industries, 

and the industry with a higher specialization index is more likely to become the major local 

export contributor. To address this concern, we calculate the ratio of the export value of each 

industry in each county to the county’s total output value (referred to as the industry’s export 

share within the county), and include this export share and the relevant interaction terms in the 

main regression model (5).24 As columns (1) and (2) in Table 4 show, our main results remain 

robust. 

Furthermore, columns (3) and (4) in Table 4 report the regression results for the new entry 

of export firms and non-export firms separately. While the main results hold for both types of 

entrants, the effects are larger for the entry of non-export firms. 

 

5.3.3 Alternative reform stringency measures 

A potential concern is that contemporaneous industrial development conditions may have 

affected local government decisions on the extent to which the auction reform was 

implemented. To address this concern, we adopt two alternative reform stringency measures. 

First, to minimize the effect of local industrial development on the reform stringency 

                                                              
24 In the main specification (5), we also include the export share of each industry in each county, the interaction 

term between the export share and auction share, the interaction term between the export share and post-reform 

dummy, and the triple interaction term between the export share, auction share, and post-reform dummy. 
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level, we exclude the county’s industrial land transactions when calculating each prefecture’s 

share of industrial land sales via public auction. As shown in columns (1) and (2) in Table 5, 

the coefficients of the triple interaction term remain positive and significant, similar to the 

main results. 

In a second measure, we predict each prefecture’s reform stringency using two variables 

that capture the government-market relationship before 2007, which is unlikely to be affected 

by industrial development after 2007: (1) the prefecture’s share of employment in SOEs in 

2004, measured using data from the 2004 Chinese Economic Census, and (2) the provincial 

marketization index in 2006 constructed by Fan, Wang, and Zhu (2011). A higher share of local 

employment in SOEs gives local governments greater incentives to intervene in the market in 

favor of local firms (Lu and Tao, 2009). Fan, Wang, and Zhu (2011) compute each province’s 

marketization index based on the degree of market intervention by local governments, local 

development of private firms, product markets, factor markets, and market intermediaries. To 

predict the reform stringency level, we regress each prefecture’s auction share on these two 

variables. In addition, we control for the province’s per capita gross domestic product (GDP) 

and prefecture characteristics in 2007, including GDP, total population size, share of GDP in 

the secondary and tertiary sectors, and the prefecture’s GDP and population growth rates 

between 2003 and 2007. Column (1) in Table A3, in Appendix A, reports the results. As 

expected, the auction share decreases as the share of employment in SOEs increases, and it 

increases as the marketization index rises. With the exception of provincial per capita GDP, the 

prefecture-level characteristics are not significantly correlated with local reform stringency 

(the p-value of the joint significance test = 0.4059). We predict each prefecture’s auction share 

using the results from column (2), which excludes all the prefecture characteristics in column 

(1). The predicted auction share is also standardized to have a mean of zero and standard 

deviation of one. Columns (3) and (4) in Table 5 report the results, which are similar to the 

main results, except that the magnitudes of the coefficients on the triple interaction term are 

slightly larger. 

In the main analysis, we use the industrial land sales that took place during 2008–2015 to 

calculate the level of local reform stringency. We also show that the main results are robust to 

using other post-reform periods for the calculation (see panel A in Table A4, in Appendix A). 

Furthermore, we include a set of triple interaction terms between the post-reform dummy, 

specialization index, and prefecture-level characteristics in the main regression model (5) to 

control for the confounding effects of contemporaneous prefecture-level characteristics. Panels 
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B and C in Table A4, in Appendix A, show that the main estimates remain robust. 

 

5.4 Evidence from land transaction data 

The land transaction data can complement the ASIF data by providing evidence for a relatively 

long time after 2007, although they do not allow us to analyze the pre-reform years because 

the information on industry type is largely missing for land transactions before 2007. We trace 

industrial land transaction information for the county-industry pairs in our main analysis from 

2007 through 2015 using the parcel-level land transaction data. The regression specification is 

as follows: 

 
2015 2015

0 1 ( )2007 2007
'l l

kjt l kj l kj c k kjt kjtl l
y Year w Year w auction X u  

 
          (7) 

where kjty  represents a dummy variable indicating whether there was at least one land sale 

(i.e., at least one land parcel allocated to a firm) in industry j  in county k  in year t  or the 

log of the total area of land sold in industry j  in county k  in year t  plus one; kjtu  is the 

error term; the other variables follow the definitions of the main regression models (5) and (6). 

In specification (7), 1
l  captures the year-specific reform effect during the post-reform period. 

The standard errors are two-way clustered by county and by industry. All regressions are 

weighted by the number of industrial land parcels sold during 2008-2015 in the prefecture that 

contains the county.  

Columns (1) and (2) in Table 6 report the estimates for the two outcomes. Starting in 2009, 

more land was sold to industries with a higher local specialization index. This positive 

correlation is more pronounced for counties that implemented the reform more stringently. It is 

clear that the reform’s effects are significant, and they persist over time. These findings are all 

consistent with the main regression results based on the information on new entrants, as shown 

in Table 3.25  

 

                                                              
25 After 2013, the coefficients on the triple interaction terms become small and mostly insignificant. This is partly 

due to the fact that the spatial variation in the level of reform stringency decreased over time (panel C in Figure 1). 

By 2015, more than 85% of industrial land transactions went through public auctions in more than 90% of the 

prefectures in our sample, and only six prefectures had an auction share below 50%: two are in Qinghai Province, 

and there is one each in Yunnan, Jilin, Anhui, and Guangdong provinces. 
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5.5 Within- and cross-industry clustering: Two dimensions of matching quality 

Our main analysis investigates the quality of the match between a firm and a county by 

focusing on the local specialization index of the firm’s own industry in the county. In this 

subsection, we explore another dimension of matching quality – the connections among 

different industries. If a firm’s industry type presents stronger connections to the incumbent 

industries in which a county has a considerable comparative advantage, the firm can be 

considered a good match for the county as well. Cross-industry connections may reflect 

upstream and downstream linkages, the sharing of common inputs (e.g., natural resources, 

labor, intermediate goods, and technology), or downstream markets, and so forth.  

To measure this dimension of matching quality, we first assess the strength of the 

connection between any pair of industries j  and 'j  with the following industry pairwise 

colocation likelihood, which was developed by Ellison and Glaeser (1997) and Ellison, 

Glaeser, and Kerr (2010):  
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.  (8) 

where k  indexes counties, kjs  represents industry j ’s share of employment in county k , 

and ks  is the mean share of employment in county k  across manufacturing industries. The 

higher is the value of  , the greater is the probability that the two industries are located in the 

same county. Next, we measure the quality of the match between industry j   and county k  

as its average connection to all the other incumbent industries in county k weighted by those 

industries’ local specialization indices. Specifically, we calculate the following 

coagglomeration index: 

 ' '' 1
*specialization

J

kj jj kjj
coagglomeration 


 .  (9) 

Clearly, this index is higher if the firm’s industry type j is closely connected to industries in 

which county k is highly specialized (or has a great comparative advantage). Hence, we have 

two dimensions of matching quality between any firm and county from the perspectives of 

both within-industry and cross-industries, measured by the specialization and coagglomeration 

indices, respectively. We re-run the regressions corresponding to specification (5) by including 

both the specialization and coagglomeration indices in kjw . Our main analysis investigates 
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industries at the two-digit level. We also divide industries at the three-digit level to capture 

within- and cross-industry connections at a more refined level.26 In Table 7, columns (1) and 

(2) report the two-digit-level results and columns (3) and (4) present the three-digit-level 

results. Consistent with our main results, we find that after 2007, counties that implemented 

the reform more stringently attracted more entrants from industries that may benefit from 

greater agglomeration economies in the county through own-industry local specialization. This 

effect is significant at both the two- and three-digit industry levels. In addition, we find that the 

reform attracted more entrants in industries that may benefit from greater coagglomeration 

economies through inter-industry connections with local incumbents. This cross-industry effect 

is statistically significant at the narrower industrial classification. In summary, the results 

indicate that the auction reform has enhanced the spatial clustering of firms not only in the 

same industry, but also in different industries that have strong connections to each other. These 

findings suggest that the 2007 auction reform has facilitated the formation of a more efficient 

local industrial composition and more efficient spatial distribution of industries. 

 

6. Impact of the auction reform on local output 

This section tests the second implication of the model – that the post-reform transaction 

mechanism generates higher expected output than the pre-reform mechanism. We also 

investigate the heterogeneous effects of the reform across counties with different degrees of 

initial comparative advantage, as our theory predicts a larger output gain for counties with a 

greater baseline comparative advantage. To do so, we construct a panel of the 2,143 counties in 

the main analysis from 2005 through 2013. We use the county’s intensity of nighttime lights to 

measure local industrial output.27 The regression specification is as follows: 

                                                              
26 We use ASIF data to construct a balanced panel of 33,889 county-industry (three-digit) observations in 2,117 

county-level units from 304 prefecture- or province-level Chinese cities across six survey years (2005, 2006, 2007, 

2008, 2009, and 2010). The sample restrictions follow the main analysis. Table A5, in Appendix A, reports the 

summary statistics of the variables used for the analysis in section 5.5. 
27 For each of the 2,143 counties in the main analysis, we measure its local industrial output as the intensity of 

nighttime lights from 2005 through 2013 (Henderson, Storeygard, and Weil, 2012). We downloaded the Global 

DMSP-OLS Nighttime Lights Time Series 1992–2013 (Version 4) from the website of the National Centers for 

Environmental Information at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/download). The intensity of Earth-based lights was recorded by the Operational 

Linescan System developed by the United States Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program. We then 
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where lightskt  represents the nighttime lights in county k  in year t ; kjw  represents the 

average of the specialization index across all industries in county k , which measures the 

prominence of the local comparative advantage following the idea of revealed comparative 

advantage in the literature (in the regression, kjw  is standardized to have a mean of zero and 

standard deviation of one); ktx  is a set of control variables including county-fixed effects, 

province-year fixed effects, and initial county characteristics interacted with year dummies; 

ktu  is the error term; and the other variables follow the definitions of the main regression 

models (5) and (6). County fixed effects are included to control for the confounding effects of 

all time-invariant county characteristics; province-year fixed effects are included to control for 

the confounding effects of all province-specific shocks; and interaction terms between each 

county’s initial characteristics and year dummies are included to control for the differential 

time trends in nighttime lights between counties with different baseline characteristics.28 The 

year 2005 is the omitted category. Standard errors are clustered at the prefecture level.  

Table A6, in Appendix A, reports the regression results. Based on the estimates, panel A 

in Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the auction share (share of local industrial land 

transactions made through public auction) and local lights for two types of counties: those with 

a kjw   at the sample mean (referred to as average specialized counties and represented by 

triangles), and those with a kjw   of one standard deviation above the sample mean (referred to 

as highly specialized counties and represented by dots). For both types of counties, in the 

pre-reform period, the effects of the auction share on lights are close to zero and insignificant 

(relative to the base year, 2005) and rise to 1% in 2007. For highly specialized counties, the 

effect of the auction share has been increasing since 2007; during the post-reform period, 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
projected these data onto a GIS map of China’s 2010 administrative boundaries to calculate the intensity of lights 

at the county level.  
28 These initial characteristics include the county’s average specialization index, lights in 1992 (in log), growth in 

illumination from 1992 through 1999, and a set of county socioeconomic characteristics in 2001, including the 

county’s GDP (in log), secondary- and tertiary-sector GDP shares, total population (in log), and share of rural 

population. Data on county-level socioeconomic characteristics in 2001 were obtained from the Fiscal Statistical 

Compendium for All Prefectures and Counties (Quanguo Dishixian Caizheng Tongji Ziliao). 
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especially after 2009, a one-standard-deviation increase in reform stringency leads to a 

1.5%-2.0% increase in local lights. For average specialized counties, the effect of the auction 

share slightly declines between 2007 and 2010 and rises again afterward 2010. For each year, 

panel B presents the gap in the coefficients shown in panel A between these two types of 

counties as well as the respective 95% confidence interval. The gap is very close to zero and 

insignificant before 2007 (relative to the base year, 2005) and increases from 2007; it becomes 

significantly positive in 2010 and remains significant or marginally significant during 2010–

2013. In sum, these results are consistent with our second model prediction. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The nature of the industrial land transaction mechanism profoundly affects efficiency. This 

paper has investigated whether (and how) the 2007 auction reform improved China’s industrial 

land allocation efficiency in various industries, which is a new dimension in the literature. We 

developed a simple model to capture the key features of local land transaction mechanisms 

before and after the reform, to understand how it has affected productivity and output. We 

tested the model’s predictions using three comprehensive data sets, which contain information 

on new industrial firms, land transactions, and nighttime lights. Our results suggest that the 

2007 reform has improved productivity by increasing the entry of firms in industries that better 

match a given locality’s comparative advantage. Further empirical exercises suggest that the 

reform has had a positive effect on local output. 

The 2007 auction reform has fostered a proper industrial land market, in which land can 

be allocated to the bidder (firm) that can make the best use of it. By reshaping the transaction 

mechanism, the reform has changed the geographic distribution of firms and helped them 

cluster in areas where their industries have greater local comparative advantages; hence, the 

reform facilitated the rise of agglomeration economies, which has led to a more efficient 

spatial layout of industries. In addition, allocating land according to industry-county-specific 

characteristics can generate greater heterogeneity in industrial compositions across counties, 

which may help alleviate concerns about over-competition resulting from all counties trying to 

lure business investments using similar land subsidies.   

Moreover, although market forces have played an important role in industrial land 

allocation since the auction reform, governments can still manipulate the market by controlling 

the supply of land. We leave a more comprehensive analysis of the economic and welfare 
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impacts of the land market reform for future research.  
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Table 1: Summary statistics 

  Mean S.D. Obs. 
Panel A: Explained variables at the county-industry level, ASIF 
Dummy: having at least one new birth 
2005 0.178 0.382 20,763 
2006 0.137 0.344 20,763 
2007 0.172 0.377 20,763 
2008 0.239 0.427 20,763 
2009 0.321 0.467 20,763 
2010 0.336 0.472 20,763 
Total employment of new industrial entrants (person) 
2005 41.849 221.274 20,763 
2006 33.786 207.020 20,763 
2007 40.473 185.100 20,763 
2008 49.310 217.205 20,763 
2009 120.974 585.816 20,763 
2010 120.749 634.204 20,763 
Panel B: Explained variables at the county-industry level, land transaction data 
Dummy: having at least one industrial land sale 
2007 0.179 0.383 20,763 
2008 0.167 0.373 20,763 
2009 0.234 0.424 20,763 
2010 0.296 0.456 20,763 
2011 0.328 0.470 20,763 
2012 0.331 0.471 20,763 
2013 0.340 0.474 20,763 
2014 0.287 0.452 20,763 
2015 0.229 0.420 20,763 
Total land area of newly sold industrial land (hectare)
2007 1.624 8.852 20,763 
2008 1.486 8.723 20,763 
2009 2.536 13.619 20,763 
2010 3.258 17.171 20,763 
2011 3.925 14.051 20,763 
2012 3.748 14.692 20,763 
2013 3.609 15.036 20,763 
2014 2.598 13.581 20,763 
2015 1.742 7.580 20,763 
Panel C: Key explanatory and control variables 
Prefecture's auction share during 2008–2015 0.902 0.118 305  
County-industry specialization index in 2004 2.068 4.041 20,763 
County-industry total employment in 2004 2,373.928 5,612.705 20,763 
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Table 2: Main results 

  

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

(1) (2) 

Specialization 0.000 0.004 
(0.002) (0.013) 

Specialization*Auction share 0.001 0.002 
(0.001) (0.007) 

Post2007*Specialization 0.009*** 0.056*** 
(0.002) (0.010) 

Post2007*Specialization*Auction share 0.004** 0.032*** 
(0.002) (0.009) 

County-year fixed effects Y Y 

Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y 

Observations 114,012 114,012 
R-squared 0.492 0.517 

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors in the parentheses are two-way clustered at the 

county and industry levels. Each regression is weighted by the number of industrial land parcels sold 

during 2008–2015 in the prefecture that contains the county. The singletons are dropped from the 

regressions. Auction share is standardized to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. 
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Table 3: Dynamics effects 

  

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1) 

  (1) (2) 
Year2005*Specialization*Auction share -0.001 -0.002 

(0.001) (0.008) 
Year2006*Specialization*Auction share 0.002 0.006 

(0.002) (0.009) 
Year2007*Specialization*Auction share 0.002 0.012 

(0.002) (0.009) 
Year2008*Specialization*Auction share 0.004** 0.022** 

(0.002) (0.010) 
Year2009*Specialization*Auction share 0.006** 0.054*** 

(0.002) (0.014) 
Year2010*Specialization*Auction share 0.007*** 0.045*** 

(0.002) (0.011) 
Year2005*Specialization 0.002 0.016 

(0.002) (0.013) 
Year2006*Specialization -0.002 -0.008 

(0.003) (0.014) 
Year2007*Specialization 0.001 0.007 

(0.002) (0.012) 
Year2008*Specialization 0.010*** 0.052*** 

(0.002) (0.014) 
Year2009*Specialization 0.012*** 0.093*** 

(0.002) (0.014) 
Year2010*Specialization 0.013*** 0.086*** 

(0.003) (0.018) 
County-year fixed effects Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y 
Observations 114,012 114,012 
R-squared 0.493 0.518 

Note: See Table 2 for notes. 
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Table 4: Robustness check 

  All firms Export firms Non-export firms 
Dummy: New 

birth>0 
Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1) 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Specialization 0.000 0.004 0.001 0.008 0.000 0.003 

(0.002) (0.012) (0.001) (0.005) (0.002) (0.013) 
Specialization*Auction share 0.001 0.003 -0.000 -0.001 0.001 0.005 

(0.001) (0.008) (0.001) (0.004) (0.001) (0.006) 
Post2007*Specialization 0.009*** 0.056*** 0.003*** 0.018** 0.008*** 0.050*** 

(0.002) (0.010) (0.001) (0.007) (0.002) (0.009) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share 0.004** 0.031*** 0.003*** 0.017*** 0.003* 0.024*** 

(0.002) (0.010) (0.001) (0.005) (0.001) (0.008) 
Export share -0.019 -0.076 

(0.021) (0.109) 
Export share*Auction share -0.017 -0.152 

(0.019) (0.099) 
Post2007*Export share -0.002 -0.032 

(0.021) (0.099) 
Post2007*Export share*Auction share 0.008 0.071 

(0.021) (0.105) 
County-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Observations 113,598 113,598 114,012 114,012 114,012 114,012 
R-squared 0.493 0.518 0.372 0.389 0.490 0.509 

Note: See Table 2 for notes. Export share is calculated as the ratio of the export value of each industry in each county to the county’s total output value.
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Table 5: Alternative reform stringency measures 

  Exclude own county land sales Predict post-reform auction share

  
Dummy: New 

birth>0 
Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Specialization 0.000 0.004 0.001 0.005 

(0.002) (0.013) (0.002) (0.012) 
Specialization*Auction share (1) 0.001 0.004 

(0.001) (0.003) 
Specialization*Auction share (2) 0.001 0.009 

(0.002) (0.009) 
Post2007*Specialization 0.009*** 0.058*** 0.009*** 0.058*** 

(0.002) (0.010) (0.002) (0.010) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share (1) 0.002** 0.016*** 

(0.001) (0.005) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share (2) 0.007*** 0.041*** 

(0.002) (0.009) 
County-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y 
Observations 114,012 114,012 110,406 110,406 
R-squared 0.492 0.517 0.491 0.517 

Note: See Table 2 for notes. In columns (1) and (2), Auction share (1) is calculated for each given industry as the share of industrial land sales that went through 

public auctions in other counties within the same prefecture. In columns (5) and (6), Auction share (2) represents the prefecture-level auction share predicted from 

the prefecture’s share of employment in state-owned enterprises in 2004 and the provincial marketization index in 2006 constructed by Fan, Wang, and Zhu 

(2011).  
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Table 6: Post-reform results from land transaction data 

  (1) (2) 
  Dummy: land sale >0 Log (new land area+1) 
Year2007*Specialization*Auction share -0.000 0.002 

(0.002) (0.004) 
Year2008*Specialization*Auction share -0.000 0.001 

(0.002) (0.004) 
Year2009*Specialization*Auction share 0.002 0.006 

(0.002) (0.005) 
Year2010*Specialization*Auction share 0.005** 0.002 

(0.002) (0.005) 
Year2011*Specialization*Auction share 0.005** 0.020*** 

(0.002) (0.006) 
Year2012*Specialization*Auction share 0.004* 0.013** 

(0.002) (0.006) 
Year2013*Specialization*Auction share 0.006** 0.013** 

(0.002) (0.006) 
Year2014*Specialization*Auction share -0.000 0.008 

(0.002) (0.005) 
Year2015*Specialization*Auction share 0.002 0.011*** 

(0.002) (0.004) 
Year2007*Specialization 0.002 0.005 

(0.002) (0.005) 
Year2008*Specialization -0.000 -0.000 

(0.002) (0.006) 
Year2009*Specialization 0.004** 0.012* 

(0.002) (0.007) 
Year2010*Specialization 0.007*** 0.019*** 

(0.002) (0.006) 
Year2011*Specialization 0.010*** 0.032*** 

(0.002) (0.007) 
Year2012*Specialization 0.006** 0.019*** 

(0.002) (0.006) 
Year2013*Specialization 0.009*** 0.031*** 

(0.002) (0.005) 
Year2014*Specialization 0.003 0.008 

(0.002) (0.005) 
Year2015*Specialization 0.005** 0.004 

(0.002) (0.005) 
County-year fixed effects Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y 
Observations 171,018 171,018 
R-squared 0.502 0.508 

Note: See Table 2 for notes. 
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Table 7: Two dimensions of matching quality 

  Two-digit level Three-digit level 

  

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

Dummy: New 
birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Specialization 0.000 0.004 -0.000 0.000 

(0.002) (0.012) (0.000) (0.002) 
Specialization*Auction share 0.001 0.002 0.000 -0.000 

(0.001) (0.007) (0.000) (0.002) 
Post2007*Specialization 0.009*** 0.056*** 0.002*** 0.013*** 

(0.002) (0.010) (0.000) (0.002) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share 0.004** 0.031*** 0.001*** 0.009*** 

(0.002) (0.009) (0.000) (0.002) 
Coagglomeration 0.094 0.447 0.010 0.059 

(0.058) (0.297) (0.008) (0.044) 
Coagglomeration*Auction share -0.102 -0.485 -0.025** -0.118** 

(0.084) (0.446) (0.010) (0.056) 
Post2007*Coagglomeration -0.005 0.244 0.027** 0.170** 

(0.087) (0.496) (0.011) (0.072) 
Post2007*Coagglomeration*Auction share 0.135 0.651 0.024** 0.134* 

(0.102) (0.514) (0.012) (0.072) 
County-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y 
Observations 114,012 114,012 160,698 160,698 
R-squared 0.492 0.517 0.454 0.463 

Note: See Table 2 for notes. 
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Figure 1: Time trends of auction fraction and land sale price 

 

Note: Panel A displays the yearly trend of the share of industrial land sales that occurred 

through public auctions. Panel B shows the yearly per-unit industrial land sale price. Panel C 

presents the distributions of the public auction shares across prefectures from July 2007 to 

2015. Panel D draws the quarterly share of industrial land sales sold at a price above the 

regulatory minimum price. 
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Figure 3: Dynamic effects 

 

Note: Average-auction counties (squares) are those with the average reform stringency level; 

high-auction counties (diamonds) are those with a post-reform reform stringency level that is one 

standard deviation above the sample average. The figure illustrates the effects of the specialization 

index on the entry likelihood and new employment for these two groups of counties (calculated based 

on the estimates in Table 3). 
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Figure 4: Effect of the auction reform on nighttime lights 

 

Note: In panel A, average specialized counties (triangles) are those with an average specialization index 

at the sample mean; highly specialized counties (dots) are those with an average specialization index of 

one standard deviation above the sample mean. Panel A illustrates the effect of the auction share on 

local lights for these two types of counties (calculated based on the estimates in Table A6, in Appendix 

A). Panel B presents the gap in the coefficients shown in panel A between these two types of counties 

as well as the respective 95% confidence interval. The year 2005 is the omitted category. 
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Appendix A: Supplementary Tables 

Table A1: Land sale area, by land use type 

  Annual land transfer area (hectares) 

  Commercial Industrial Residential 

 Year 

Yearbooks 
of Land and 
Resources 

Land 
transaction 

data 

Yearbooks 
of Land and 
Resources 

Land 
transaction 

data 

Yearbooks 
of Land and 
Resources 

Land 
transaction 

data 

2004 33,798  7,608  89,788  37,235  48,677  25,149  
2005 23,268  4,914  90,512  31,404  43,675  18,503  
2006 25,394  7,478  144,452 77,771  55,016  23,731  
2007 26,975  23,721  135,629 138,810 66,575  86,055  
2008 21,802  23,459  86,414  107,763 51,507  76,400  
2009 27,571  23,262  141,486 126,724 81,548  96,037  
2010 38,905  37,633  153,978 166,651 115,273  142,663 
2011 42,630  40,507  191,314 213,164 126,453  153,136 
2012 NA 47,315  NA 212,429 NA 132,890 
2013 NA 64,336  NA 211,995 NA 158,916 
2014 NA 47,263  NA 152,759 NA 117,415 
2015 NA 28,505  NA 105,302 NA 73,755  

Note: The unit is hectares. The data sources are the 2004 to 2012 editions of the Yearbooks of 

Land and Resources and land transaction data collected from the official website of China’s 

Ministry of National Land and Resources (www.landchina.com). In constructing the total land 

area transacted in each year for each land use type from the land transaction data, we exclude 

land parcels having a lot size that is in the top 0.01% of the distribution. 
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Table A2: Land sale revenue and price, by land use type 

  
Total transfer revenue (10,000 yuan) 

Average transaction price (yuan per 
square meter) 

Year Commercial Industrial Residential Commercial Industrial Residential

2003 4,866,137 10,771,884 6,886,239 248 114 390 

2004 18,204,124 11,843,779 32,603,199 539 132 670 

2005 14,740,716 12,500,084 29,693,471 634 138 680 

2006 16,723,438 17,223,893 45,291,292 659 119 823 

2007 23,495,054 21,102,025 75,308,844 871 156 1,131 

2008 24,162,876 17,424,231 59,117,077 1,108 202 1,148 
Note: The data sources are the 2004 to 2012 editions of the Yearbooks of Land and Resources. 
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Table A3: Initial market environment and reform stringency 

Dependent variable: Prefecture's auction share of industrial land sales during 2008–2015 
  (1) (2) 
Prefecture's SOE employment share in 2004 -0.064* -0.086** 

(0.036) (0.035) 
Marketization index  0.022*** 0.020***

(0.008) (0.007) 
Log provincial GDP per capita in 2007 -0.085*** -0.078***

(0.028) (0.022) 
Log prefecture's GDP in 2007 0.004 

(0.015) 
Log prefecture's hukou population size in 2007 0.008 

(0.016) 
Prefecture's industrial sector's GDP share in 2007 -0.027 

(0.125) 
Prefecture's tertiary sector's GDP share in 2007 -0.107 

(0.139) 
Growth rate of prefecture's GDP during 2003-2007 -0.154 

(0.116) 
Growth rate of prefecture's population during 2003-2007 -0.011 

(0.031) 
Observations 281 282 
R-squared 0.193 0.174 
Adjusted R-squared 0.166 0.165 
Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors are clustered at the province level. 

Each regression is weighted by the number of industrial land parcels sold during 2008–2015 

in the prefecture. GDP = gross domestic product; SOE = state-owned enterprise. 
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Table A4-Panel A: Additional robustness checks 

  

Dummy: 
New 

birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1) 

Dummy: 
New 

birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

Dummy: 
New 

birth>0 

Log (new-birth 
employment+1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Specialization 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.003 

(0.002) (0.012) (0.002) (0.013) (0.002) (0.013) 
Post2007*Specialization 0.009*** 0.056*** 0.009*** 0.056*** 0.009*** 0.055*** 

(0.002) (0.010) (0.002) (0.010) (0.002) (0.010) 
Specialization*Auction share (2007.7–2015) 0.000 0.001 

(0.001) (0.007) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share (2007.7–2015) 0.004** 0.027*** 

(0.002) (0.009) 
Specialization*Auction share (2007.7–2013) 0.001 0.002 

(0.001) (0.008) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share (2007.7–2013) 0.003* 0.025** 

(0.002) (0.009) 
Specialization*Auction share (2008–2013) 0.001 0.003 

(0.001) (0.007) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share (2008–2013) 0.004* 0.030*** 

(0.002) (0.010) 
County-year dummies Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year dummies Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Observations 114,012 114,012 114,012 114,012 114,012 114,012 
R-squared 0.492 0.516 0.492 0.517 0.493 0.518 

Note: See Table 2 for notes. Auction share (2007.7–2015), Auction share (2007.7–2013), and Auction share (2008–2013) represent the share of industrial land sales 

that went through public auctions in each prefecture that supervises the respective county between July 2007 and 2015, between July 2007 and 2013, and between 2008 

and 2013, respectively. Each regression is weighted by the number of industrial transactions that occurred during the time period for which we calculate the auction 

share.  
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Table A4-Panel B: Additional robustness checks (cont’d) 

Dependent variable: Dummy: New birth>0 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Specialization 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Specialization*Auction share 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Post2007*Specialization -0.005 0.002 0.007** 0.008 0.007 0.032 

(0.012) (0.015) (0.002) (0.007) (0.006) (0.025)
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share 0.004** 0.004* 0.004** 0.004** 0.004** 0.004* 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Post2007*Specialization*Log (GDP) 0.002 0.007**

(0.002) (0.003)
Post2007*Specialization*Log (Population) 0.001 -0.006 

(0.002) (0.004)
Post2007*Specialization*Log (GDP per capita) 0.003 

(0.002)
Post2007*Specialization*GDP share of sector 2 0.001 -0.038 

(0.013) (0.024)
Post2007*Specialization*GDP share of sector 3 0.004 -0.044 

(0.016) (0.026)
County-year dummies Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year dummies Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Observations 110,406 110,406 110,406 110,406 110,406 110,406
R-squared 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491 
Note: See Table 2 for notes. 
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Table A4-Panel C: Additional robustness checks (cont’d) 

Dependent variable: Log (new-birth employment+1) 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Specialization 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.006 

(0.013) (0.012) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012) (0.013) 
Specialization*Auction share 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 
Post2007*Specialization -0.084 -0.027 0.036** 0.037 0.049 0.152 

(0.081) (0.095) (0.013) (0.041) (0.035) (0.139) 
Post2007*Specialization*Auction share 0.031*** 0.029*** 0.036*** 0.032*** 0.032*** 0.030***

(0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) 
Post2007*Specialization*Log (GDP) 0.020 0.052**

(0.012) (0.020) 
Post2007*Specialization*Log (Population) 0.013 -0.036 

(0.016) (0.023) 
Post2007*Specialization*Log (GDP per capita) 0.025* 

(0.015) 
Post2007*Specialization*GDP share of sector 2 0.038 -0.236* 

(0.082) (0.135) 
Post2007*Specialization*GDP share of sector 3 0.021 -0.327* 

(0.093) (0.168) 
County-year dummies Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year dummies Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Observations 110,406 110,406 110,406 110,406 110,406 110,406
R-squared 0.516 0.516 0.516 0.516 0.516 0.516 
Note: See Table 2 for notes. 
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Table A5: Summary statistics, three-digit industries 

  Mean S.D. Obs. 
Dependent variables at the county-industry level, 3-digit industries 
Dummy: New birth>0 
2005 0.104 0.306 33,889 
2006 0.078 0.268 33,889 
2007 0.096 0.294 33,889 
2008 0.131 0.337 33,889 
2009 0.196 0.397 33,889 
2010 0.195 0.396 33,889 
New-birth employment (persons) 
2005 21.087 157.120 33,889 
2006 16.333 145.640 33,889 
2007 18.970 123.627 33,889 
2008 22.014 145.689 33,889 
2009 61.352 377.231 33,889 
2010 58.975 429.444 33,889 
Explanatory variables at the county-industry level, 3-digit industries 
Specialization 5.319 15.916 33,889 
Coagglomeration 0.092 0.306 33,889 

Control variables       
County-industry total employment in 2004 1,206.731 3,443.652 33,889 
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Table A6: Effect of the auction reform on nighttime lights 

Dependent variable: Log of the lights in county k in year t 
  (1) 
Year2006*Auction share 0.000 

(0.003) 
Year2007*Auction share 0.009 

(0.011) 
Year2008*Auction share 0.008 

(0.011) 
Year2009*Auction share 0.008 

(0.013) 
Year2010*Auction share 0.004 

(0.014) 
Year2011*Auction share 0.005 

(0.014) 
Year2012*Auction share 0.006 

(0.016) 
Year2013*Auction share 0.008 

(0.017) 
Year2006*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.000 

(0.002) 
Year2007*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.002 

(0.005) 
Year2008*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.003 

(0.005) 
Year2009*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.005 

(0.005) 
Year2010*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.015** 

(0.007) 
Year2011*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.016** 

(0.007) 
Year2012*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.013 

(0.008) 
Year2013*Auction share*County's average specialization 0.014 

(0.009) 
County-level initial characteristics*year dummies Y 
County dummies Y 
Province-year dummies Y 
Observations 18,531 
R-squared 0.986 

Note: The year 2005 is the omitted category. Standard errors are clustered at the prefecture level. 
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Appendix B: Model extension 

Previously, we assumed that in the pre-reform period, the bargaining power of each county 

government was fixed. As discussed in the institutional background section, in the pre-reform 

period, each county’s government may have had incentives to adjust the share of output 

allowed for firms in negotiations (e.g., through land subsidization) to attract firms to enter the 

county and boost its expected output. So in this extension, we let k , the share of output 

allowed to the firm in negotiation, be a choice variable of county k ’s government. Firm j  

chooses to enter county k  to buy land if and only if [0, ]kj kd d ; i.e., if it is located close 

enough to the county in terms of industry type. If a firm’s industry type is at the threshold 

distance, kd , to county k , the firm is indifferent between entering county k  or its adjacent 

county on the unit circle. This threshold, kd , is influenced by k .  

Consider a symmetric Nash equilibrium where 1  . In such an equilibrium, firm j  

chooses to enter county k  to buy land if and only if [0,1 / 2 ]kjd K . Suppose all the other 

counties set the output share allowed for firms at 1  . Will county k  have an incentive to 

deviate by setting k  different from  ? If so, we will have 

1 1 1
(1 ) (1 *

12
2

k k k
k

k

m td m t d
JJd K J d

K K

 

 
                            

 (B.1)  

The left-hand side is the expected net payoff of the firm at the threshold distance, kd , if it 

enters county k . The right-hand side is the expected net payoff of the same firm if it enters the 

adjacent county of county k . The two payoffs should equal each other at the threshold. From 

equation (B.1), we can obtain the threshold distance of county k , ( ; )k k kd d    as a 

function of k . It is also clear from equation (B.1) that / 0k kd    . Intuitively, the greater 

is the share of output offered to firms (i.e., lower land price), the larger is the threshold 

distance, meaning that firms that are located more remotely from county k   will be willing to 

enter the county. This will increase the probability of county k  successfully selling land to 

some firm.  

The objective of the county is to maximize its expected output ( )kE y (this can be thought 

of as corresponding to local gross domestic product (GDP)):  
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   (1) (1)
; { } { }( ) 1 |

k k k J k kj k J kMax E y m prob d d E td d d       .       (B.2) 

 Because    ( ) / ( ) / * /k k k k k kE y E y d d        , and also because it can be shown that 

( ) /k kE y d  > 0 around ( ; ) 1/ 2k kd K  
 
under a set of plausible parameter values for K , 

J , and t , we can conclude that county k  is fairly likely to have an incentive to deviate by 

setting k  higher than   as long as 1  . The only possible symmetric Nash equilibrium is 

for all the counties to set 1  ; that is, to let firms obtain land for free.  

This is intuitive. To get higher expected GDP, each county has incentive to offer land 

subsidies to firms, to attract firms to enter the county. By doing so, the chance of selling land, 

i.e.,  (1)
{ } ( )k J k kprob d d  , increases. Although the matching quality decreases, the overall 

expected GDP may still increase, especially when the total number of firms is small relative to 

the total supply of land. However, other counties will do the same. The competition among 

counties by offering the land subsidy leads to an equilibrium where land is almost free to firms, 

with no increase in expected output. This land subsidy competition results in coordination 

failure and loss of industrial land sale revenues to the local governments, which may cause a 

series of distortions, as discussed in section 2.
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Appendix C: Data quality of the 2010 ASIF 

Although the Annual Survey of Industrial Firms (ASIF) data sets have been widely used by 

previous studies, recently some researchers have raised concerns about the data quality of the 

2010 ASIF. Since we use it to identify new entrants in 2009 and 2010, we conducted two 

checks to evaluate the quality of the founding year information reported in the 2010 ASIF. 

First, we compare the number of new entrants (which are above-scale industrial firms) 

calculated from the ASIF with the number of all the new registrations calculated from the Firm 

Registration Data at the State Administration for Industry and Commerce.29 We find that the 

correlation coefficient between the two data sources at the industry-province level increases 

from 0.50 in 2005 to 0.64 in 2010. This insures that the quality of the founding year 

information reported in the 2010 ASIF is at least as good as that of the earlier years. Second, 

for the sample of new establishments generated from the 2010 ASIF, we checked their 

registration dates by hand through tianyancha.com, a commercial website that provides firm 

registration information to the public. About 66% of them registered in 2010, 13% in 2009, 15% 

during 2005–08, and 5% before 2005. Since it is possible that a parent firm could register 

before the opening of its industrial establishment, the results here confirm that the founding 

year information reported in the 2010 ASIF is accurate. 

                                                              
29 We thank Zhikuo Liu from Fudan University for sharing the data with us. 
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Appendix D: Matching quality and firm productivity 

The model assumes that any firm from the industry that better matches the county’s 

comparative advantage has a higher productivity and hence would impose a higher value on 

the county’s land. To show empirical support, we regress the total factor productivity (TFP) of 

the new establishments in the Annual Survey of Industrial Firms (ASIF) data set on the local 

comparative advantage measures (specialization and coagglomeration), while controlling for a 

rich set of firm-level characteristics (including total employment, total intermediate inputs, 

total assets, share of exports in total sales, and ownership dummies), prefecture-industry-year 

fixed effects, and county-year fixed effects.  

Columns (1) and (2) in Table D1 report the estimated coefficients on the specialization 

index measured at both the two-digit and three-digit levels. The effects of specialization on 

firm-level TFP are positive and significant, which supports the model assumption. In addition, 

columns (3) and (4) show that the estimated coefficients on the coagglomeration index (as 

constructed in section 5.5) at both the two-digit and three-digit levels are positive; the effect is 

statistically significant when the industry is measured at the three-digit level.  

Table D1: Local industrial comparative advantage and firm productivity 

Dependent variable: Firm-level total factor productivity measured in the year of establishment 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Specialization (2-digit) 0.008* 0.008* 
(0.004) (0.004) 

Coagglomeration (2-digit) 0.393 
(0.399) 

Specialization (3-digit) 0.005** 0.005**
(0.002) (0.002) 

Coagglomeration (3-digit) 0.070* 
(0.040) 

Firm-level characteristics Y Y Y Y 
County-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y 
Prefecture-industry-year fixed effects Y Y Y Y 

Observations 20,286 18,833 20,286 18,833 
R-squared 0.670 0.667 0.670 0.667 

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors are two-way clustered at the county level and 

industry level. The firm-level characteristics include the total employment, total intermediate inputs, total 

assets (all in logs), share of exports in total sales, and dummy variables that indicate the firm’s ownership 

(state owned, domestic private owned, or foreign owned). Due to the concern about the data quality of the 

financial variables in the ASIF 2009–2010, the regressions use only the new establishments from the ASIF 

2005–2008. 
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To estimate firm-level TFP, we apply the method proposed by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) 

and Petrin, Poi, and Levinsohn (2004), referred to as the LP method. Developed on the basis of 

Olley and Pakes (1996), the LP method has been widely used in the literature to compute 

firm-level TFP (e.g., see Wooldridge, 2009; Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer, 2015; Chor, 

Manova, and Yu, 2021). In particular, we run the following regression: 

1 2 3log log log log (log , log )it it j it j it j it j it it ity TFP k l m g m k u         

where ity , itk , itl , itm  represent the value added, total fixed assets, number of employees, 

and total value of intermediate inputs of firm i   in year t , respectively. In the equation, 

(log , log )j it itg m k  is a function of the total fixed assets and the value of intermediate inputs, 

which captures the productivity shock, where j   denotes the three-digit industry category of 

firm i . We allow all the parameters in the equation above to differ across three-digit industries 

by running the regression for each industry separately. Using the regression results, we predict 

the TFP for each firm from the ASIF.  

. 


